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are described. The purpose of such tables is to provide information 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of data processing equipment has focused 
attention upon the necessity for an orderly representa
tion of information flow from elementary decisions 
to final actions. The sequence in which operations 
are to be executed must be precisely stated and the 
exceptions to normal processing must be identified. 
Most operations are so elementary that a large 
number of them must be combined properly in order 
to carry out a meaningful data processing task, The 
data itself, as well as the operations to be performed 
upon it, are the information which constitutes the 
system. 

DeciSion tables are a means of bringing together 
and presenting this related information to express 
complex decision logic in a way that is easy to 
visualize and follow. By presenting logical alter
native courses of action under various combinations 
of conditions , a decision table enables the analyst to 
think through a problem and present its solution 
effectively. He is encouraged to reduce the docu
mentation to its Simplest form. The basic objective 
of decision tables is to arrange and present a 
system's logic in such a way that its meaning can 
readily be grasped. 

The term "data processing" has become asso
ciated with all recordkeeping , decision-making and 
problem - solving operations in business, mathematics 
and the sciences. In each of these fields, decision 
tables can be used independently of. or to comple
ment, flow cbarts and block diagrams. 

Decision tables can be used effectively for system 
analysis, procedure design and documentation. Their 
use expedites and Simplifies the time- consuming 
functions of problem definition and system analysis. 
Once the system is established, it is easy to main
tain , and the documentation is easy to change. 

The value of decision tables is independent of the 
eqUipment used, and the tables may, in fact, be used 
by people with little knowledge of equipment. An 
understanding of the tables shown in this text can, in 
itself , prOVide the student with an insight into the 
procedures followed in using computers. The masters 
of the art of data processing , on the other band , are 
provided with a different approach to a problem and 
its solution than that given by other methods . 

This manual describes a minimum set of decision 
table conventions to be used in defining systems or 
portions of systems. The principles involved can 
lead to standardization by the individual user , which 
in turn can lead to standardization within the data 
processing community. 

This description of the structure and interpreta
tion of decision tables should demonstrate the value 
of the technique, since the decision tables speak for 
themselves, as indeed all documentation systems 
are intended to do. 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF DECISION TABLES 

Tables of Information 

Tables as a means of displaying information are used 
for such diverse purposes as railroad limetables, 
stock market quotations, logarithms and racetrack 
results. An example from a United States Govern
ment publication on tabular presentation techniques 
is shown: 
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Figure L A Table ofIn rormation 

The primary purpose of such tabular presentation 
is to provide information in a format that is concise 
yet easy to read and to understand. 

Similarly, some orderly arrangement of data is 
necessary for the logical solution of any complex 
problem. At firs t glance, for example, the puzzle 
below does not lend itself to easy solution: 

A nd)' dislikes the catcher. Ed's siSler is engaged to 

the secood baseman. The center fielder i s tiller 

than the ri ght fielder. Harry and the choo baseman 

live in the same bui lding. Paul and Allen each '",OJ) 

$20 from the pitcher a t pinochle. Ed and the out

fielders pia}' poker during their free time. The 

pitcher1s: wife is: the third baseman's risteI. All the 

battery and in field l except: Allen l Harry and Andy, 

are shorter tha.n Sam. Paul, Andy and the shortstop 

lost: $50 each at the racetrack. Paul, Harry, Bj 11 

and th,e catches took a trouncing from tbe second 

baseman at pool. Sam is undergoing a divorce suit. 

The catch.er and the third baseman each have twO 

children. Ed, Paul, Je.J"1')' , the right. fielder and the 

center fielder are bachelo:rs. The others are married. 

The shortstop, the third baseman and Bill each cleaned 

up $100 betting on the fight. One of the outfielders 

is either Mike or Andy. JelTY is: taller than Bill. 

Mike is shorter than BiD. Each of them is heavier 

than the third baseman. With these facts determine 

the names or the men playing the varlollS JXl5itions 

on the b.aseball team. 

The puzzle is, however , far less complex than it 
appears when the problem is broken down into a 
series of steps based on the facts which determine 
the solution. For example, the first sentence of the 
puzzle implies that Andy is not the catcher; the 
second sentence implies that Ed is not the second 



baseman; the fourth sentence , that Harry is not third 
baseman; the fifth , that neither Paul nor Allen is 
pitcher. These negative facts may be recorded as 
follows: 

Andr 
Ed 

HarT)' 
Paul 

Allen 

Sam 

Bill 

Jerry 

Mike 

p C In 

N 
N 

N 

N 
N 

figure 2. Data Oi'g.anization 
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The recording of all such implied facts leads to 
the puzzle's solution: 
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Figure 3. Baseball Puzzle Sotutjon 
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The implications of the narrative description 
have been abstracted to solve the problem using a 
tabular format for organization. This format has 
permitted an orderly and rapid solution of the 
problem. 

A more familiar use of tabular techniques is 
shown in Figure 4. 

The "if ... then" relationship is inherent in the 
table showing geographic areas and farm acreage, 
in the baseball puzzle, and in the income tax table. 
The tables shown thus far, however, have all been 
tables of information dealing with specific subject 
matter from which facts may be abstracted, such 
as "Your ta.x is ... " In contrast, decision tables 
are concerned with, for example, all the records on 
a payroll, or the part numbers on an inventory list, 
or any of myriad files, for each of which some action 
or series of actions may be requit·ed. While decisior. 
tables are to be contrasted with tables of information, 
the "if ... then" relationship is a s ignificant feature 
of both types . 

In summary, on a decision table, the "if" condi 
tions, instead of providing an answer (as in '{he 
puzzle), cause some action or actions to be taken: 
for example, if an employee worked overtime, then 
compute his overtime pay. The format of a decision 
table separates conditions from actions. As in the 
puzzle, the format in which notations lI1'e made 
facilitates the analysis of the problem. 
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SITUATION 1 

To begin to see the structure of a decision table 
consisting of conditions separated from actions, 
consider an aspect of an airlines reservation system. 

Expressed in decision table format. the problem 
might appear as stated below, where each column lo 
the right of the vertical double line is regar ded as 
a rule. A single rule at a time is examined, reading 
from lop lo bottom . Y and mean yes and no , and 
X indicates execute. Actions to be taken for each 
rule are expressed in rows beneath the horizontal 
double line. 

RuJeNo.~ 2 3 

REQUEST IS FOR 1st ClASS 1" CL ... SS TOURIST TOURIST 

STCL ... SS AVAilABLE Y N 

TOURIST AVAUABLE Y N 

ISSUE IS[ CLASS TOURIST 

PlACE ON WAIT UST X X 

Sittta'tion L Airlines Reservations 

To read this table, examine a single rule at a time 
in conjunction with the statements to the left. No 
matter how many alternative rules exist, only one 
rule can be satisfied in a single pass through the 
decision table . The first decision rule (the column 
numbered 1) can then be paraphrased: If the request 
is for a first - class reservation and if a first- class 
seat is available, then issue a first-class ticket. 
The underlined words are implied by the table layout. 

The second rule says that if a first- class ticket 
is requested and there are no first-class seats 

REQUEST IS FOR I----
1ST CLASS AVAILJ,RLE 

TOURlST AVAlLABLl: 

CONDmON STUe 

A DECISION TAmE 

J\..ctim Stub 

~CTION S1\J1I 

! ISSU£ 

Figure 5. Exploded Vjel.\· of Table of Situation 1 

available, then place the passenger's name on a 
wait list. 

The third and fourth rules apply to tourist class. 
Note that where conditions are not to be considered, 
no entry is made in the rules column. The table 
considers each condition in terms of yes, no or 
Udon!t carel l

• _ 

The information in the above table is shovm in an 
exploded view in the following figure to indicate the 
terms that are used to describe the various parts of 
a table . 

The horizontal and vertical double lines serve as 
demarcation: conditions are shown above the hori 
zontal double I me, actions below; the portion to the 
left of the vertical double line is called the "stub", 
and entries are to the right. Each vertical combina
tion of conditions and actions is called a decision 
rule . 

There are three types of tables: limited entry , 
extended entry and mixed entry. This table serves 
to illustrate the formal of a mixed entry table -
that is, it combines limited and extended entries . 
In limited entry form, the entire condition or action 
is written in the stub, and the entry is limited to 
shOWing, for each case whether the particular con
dition is true, false or not pertinent [y, N or blank), 
and whether a particular action should be performed 
(X or blank). 10 the table shown here , the second 
and third condition rows and the second action row 
are expressed in limIted entry form. 

In contrast, an extended entry expresses a part 
of the condition or action in the entry side of the 
table, as in the first condition row and the first 
action row of the table shown . 

RULES 

tr------~+--~A~--~.r------.. 

2 3 " 

y N 

CONDITION ENIIlY 

R U 

ACTION ENTRY 

2 3 
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Note that this table, being par tly limited entry and 
partly extended entry, is a mixed entry table. 
Expressed entirely in limited entry form, the table 
wonid read : 

Rule No. _ I 2 3 

REQUEST IS 1ST CLASS Y Y 
REQUEST IS TCURIST Y 
1ST CLASS AVAILABLE Y N 
TOURIST AVAIlA8l.E Y 

ISSUE 1ST CL~SS X 
ISSUE TOURIST X 
PlACE ON WAIT UST X 

SitU2t ioD 1. Airlines Reservations Expressed in limited Entry 

The original mixed entry table is shown again 
for contrast. 

4 

Y 

N 

X 

RuleNo.~ 2 3 4 

REQUEST IS fOR 1st CLASS 1st: CLASS TCURIST TOURlST 
1st CLASS AVAILABLE Y N 
TOURlST AVAILA BLE Y N 

ISSUE 1st CLASS TOURIST 
PLACE ON WAIT UST X X 

Situation 1. Airlines Resen.-ations 

In summary, a decision table defines all conditions 
(the prerequisites for an action) and separates them 
from all actions. Further, it relates given conditions 
to the appropriate actions, with a column of entries 
which form a rule . Alternative conditions that 
res nit in other actions constitute other rules which 
are written side by side. Tables may be limited, 
extended or mixed entry form. 

" . 

• 

SITUATlON 2 

Situation 1 has shown the format and terminology 
used to describe the parts of a decision table . Situa
tion 2 again considers an aspect of airlines r eser
vations, but in this problem another condition is 
added to provide the passenger with alternate class 
reservations, if he request them when no space is 
available in the class he chooses. The first rule 
slates: If the request is for first - class (condition 1), 
and first - class space is available (condition 3) , then 
issue a first - class ticket (action 1), and subtract 1 
f r om the first -class s eats available (action 3) . 

In rule 2 the request is for first-class, but no 
firs t - class s eats a re available . Tourist space is 
open and the passenger will accept tourist accommo
dations. The actions call for the issue of a tourist 
ticket and the subtraction of 1 from the number of 
tourist seats available. 

Note that rules 1 through 4 all cover first- class 
r equests and rules 5 through 8 cover tou rist 
requests. The format of the table has led the 
analyst to an examination of ail the possibilities for 
the given set of conditions . 

In rule 1 , no entries are made for the second, 
fourth and fifth condition rows, because these 
conditions are not applicable. If the request is for 
first-class and first-class space is available, there 
is no reason to consider whether tourist class is 
acceptable or whether tourist space is available. 

Notice that not only is the combination of entries 
for each rule different from that for all other rules , 
but also that there is no combination of entries that 
satisfies the conditions of more than one rule. This 
i s a decision table convention : the conditions should 
be set up so that only one rule can be carried out 
each time a table is examined. This means tha t the 

Rule No. • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1ST CLASS REQUEST Y Y Y Y 
TCURIST REQUEST Y Y Y 
1ST C LASS OPEN Y N N N Y N 
TCURlST OPEN Y N Y N N 
ALTERNAn:CL~SSACCEPTABLE y y N Y Y 

ISSUE 1ST CLASS TICKET X X 
ISSUE TOURIST TICKET X X 
SUBTRACT I FROM ISTCLASSAVAIL X X 
SUBTRACT 1 FROM TOURIST AVAIL X x 
PLACE ON TOURIST WAIT UST X X 
P~CE ON 1ST CLASS WAIT UST X X X 

Situation 2 . Airlines Reservations · ... ;th alternate resetvarions 

rules are l,'ue alternatives , so that they mny be 
examined in any order. If a first - class ticket is 
requested. for example, and fi rst - class space is 
available, rule may be examined first , a nd the 
rule will fail. Similarly , each rule except rule 1 
will fail. 

B 

Y 

N 
N 

X 

Notice further that each detail of the decision
making pr ocess has been explici tly stated and ever y 
condition cons idered in a direct way . The decision 
table formal has definitely simplified the problem 
analysis and c le31'ly expr essed the relationships 
involved . 

The table could have been shortened by combining 
conditions 1 and 2 as below : 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1ST CLASS REQUEST y y Y Y N N N 

Since. for this case, there are only two classes , the 
negative entry asserts that the request is for tou rist 
class . 

5 



SITUATION 3 

Situation 2, with the table expressed entirely in 
limited entry form, bas shown the power of decision 
tables in expressing complex decision logic. Situa
tion 3, like si tuation 1 , is a mixed entry table 
containing both limited and extended entry rows. 
The versatility of expression allowed within the table 
format further increases the table's power as a 
communication medium , as demonstrated in the 
present situation: 

In setting price J the de,terminiDg factors are (1) whether 
the sale is retail or whole.sale, (2) the quantity ordered 
aDd (3) the distance of the shipment. 

The table is written on a standard decision table 
form (X28-1630). The vertical double line separating 
the stub and entry is predrawn, but had more space 
been required for the stub or for the entry, the user 
could simply have drawn in his own double line , 
ignoring the original double line. The double hori 
zontal line separating the conditions from the actions 
should be drawn by the user. 

The first line within the table gives the table name. 
Tables may be named and/ or numbered, and the 
name or number is used in other tables or within 
the table itself to reference the table. 

Rule 1 is satisfied when the customer is a 
wholesaler but the quantity ordered is less than 
(LT)lO. Distance is not considered when the quan
tity is less than 10. and no discount is allowed. The 
first action row (row 5) for this rule says to record 
the gross price so that it will be available for use by 

1 

another table . The last action row (row 7) references 
another table named "Prepare Invoice" . This table 
utilizes the net price developed by the current table. 

There i s a decision table convention (ignored in 
the pr evious situations to simplify the tables) that 
each rule must specify where to go next . In the 
table shown, "where to go next" is the same for 
each rule - it is indicated in the last . and limited 
entry action row with "Go To". In other tables the 
"where to go next" might be different for each rule. 
One rule , for example, might specify some other 
table, while another rule might specify a repetition 
of the same table. 

When different rules specify different tables in 
extended entry form , the words "Go To" could 
appear in the stub. and the next table for each rule 
could be listed in the entry portion of the table, as 
shown below: 

Stub Rule! Rule 2 

GO TO PREPARE INVOICE PRICE COMPUTATION 

In limited entry form. a series of action rows 
could be added , each referencing a different table , 
and the appropriate X's inserted in the entry section , 
as below: 

Stub 

GO TO PREPARE INVOICE 
GO TO PRICE COMPUTATION 

J 

Rule! Rul.2 

x 
x 

3 

PAICE CdMPlITATloN L' l 1 t 
1 ' CUSTOMER "TYPE IS "I(O/.fSA~N/laESIILE Y WlltJlESALE REll11L 

f-'=2,-!-' Q=VllccNT.:.:..:.'-7T'-·L....:yO/?:c....i1£_A?_E=lJ....,. ____ LT fO ICE 1 0 1 ~ 6t 10 • ~ 
:5 i ])IST/lNCE IN MILE} LT Sd ...... GE SO I I-

- -=+-~ 
~ 

-------
- -.... ~ , ~~ - I , 

, 
4 ___ ..L.."",",,"-- -- - -

l?em4J-);S: LT=L ESS TJMN 

GE= GRE IITER mllN OR £qUIlL TO 

T7." a 51"., 5 J:.. ~ IS use d h~r" -f;, hore ,"v!lip/;egr,in . 

Situation 3. Price Computation 

6 

The ability to reference other tables allows the 
problem to be divided into logical segments and makes 
provisions for multi - level structure in problem 
analysis. At the highest level the overall system is 
an.alyzed by referencing lower-level tables . These 
tables , in turn , can express the logic of the problem 
to the degree of detail necessary at that level ; these 
tables may, in turn. call upon lower-level tables 
with even more detailed conditions and actions. 
Alternatively, a flow chart may be used to show the 
overall structure . supported at lower level hy deci 
sion tables. 

In the present situation , rule 2 states that the 
customer is entitled to wholesale rates ; that the 
quantity ordered is greater than or equal to (GE) 10 , 
and that a 15% discount is to be applied. The net 
price is computed by multiplying the gross price by 
100% less the discount dete r mined. In other words , 
the net price here is computed by multiplying the 
gross price by 85%. Action rows 5 and 6 cause the 
net price and the discount percentage to be stored for 
use by the prepare invoice routine . 

Rule 3 is similar to rule 2 except that the delivery 
distance exceeds 50 miles and the discount is reduced 
to 10%. 

In rule 4 no discount is allowed on retail sales 
regardless of quantity or delivery distance. 

In this table it would be illogical to execute the 
actions in any other order except the order in which 
they are written. This, again . is a decision table 
convention: actions are executed in the order in 
which they are written. 

ote that mnemonics (LT and GE) and symbols (*) 
have been used in the table . Tbe vocabulary and 
grammar of the language used within the decision 
table are left to the discretion of the user. It is his 
responsibility to insure that the language used in 
describing the system will be unde rstandable to those 
using the documentation. 

As in the examples given , a condition must be 
answerable by either yes or no. Some typical con
dition statements are listed below: 

Transaction is a change item 
FICA is greater than 4800 
Department number equals 276. 302, 736 . or 

914 
Net amount is positive 
Switch 1 is on 
End of detail file 
Start 

In like manner. actions may be expressed in any 
language which will connote proper meaning to the 
reader . Examples: 

Add FICA total to FICA total 
Do gross- to - net procedure 
Read master record 
Write detail line 
Go to update procedure 
Go to Table A 
Set A equal to B+C- D 
A=B+C- D 

The decis ion table form (X28-1630) is shown in 
its entirety on page 20. 
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SITUATION 4 

In each of the previous situations a problem has been 
stated , and the text has then presented a decision 
table followed by an explanation of the table. Situa
tion 4 , on the other hand, is one approach to the 
writing of a decision table. 

The procedure the systems analyst follows in 
preparing a decis ion table may be simply to identify 
conditions and actions of the problem statement as 
he encounters them. Conditions are placed on the 
top half of the form ; actions on the bottom half. 

Consider the following problem narrative : 

When the quantity ordered for a particular item doe-s 

not exce,ed the order limit and the credit apPJ'OYal is 

"OK 11 , move the quantity- ord,e:red amOWlt to the 

quautity- shipped CieJdj then go to a table to pepcue 

a shipment release. Of course l there must be a 
suffi cient quanti ty on hand to fill the oKIe,r. 

''''hen the quantity ordered exceeds the order limit, 
go to a table named nOrder Rejece'. Do the same if 

the c.redit approval is not "OK " . 

Occasionally, the quantity orde:re.d does Do't exceed 

the order limitJ credit approval js l' OK", but there is 

insufficient quantity OIl hand to fill the order_ In this 

case, go to a table named f'Back Order'\ 

Note that this is not written with all conditions 
firs t, prefixed by " if", and with all actions following, 
prefixed by "then". The narrative was written 
casually with conditions and actions scrambled, 
much like the original baseball problem. Words 
like " when" and "occasionally" are used instead of 
the more precise "if". Such ambiguity is typical of 
most narratives. For illustrative purposes the 
problem is restated below with a sol.id line under 
conditions and a broken line under ~~!!'?~,~. 
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When the quantity ordered for a particular item does 

nOC ex.ceed the order limit aDd the credit approval is 

'·OK", move the quantity- ordered a~o~...! ~ ~~ 
quaotit)-;-~jPP;d fi;ld, the; g; t-;;;; table to prepare 
;;hl~;nt-r;i;a;.- Or~e-: the~~~-b;;-

~fi~i;nt q~Dtit):-on band to fill the oroet. 

Wben the quantity ordered exceeds the order limit, ~ 

!!> ~ .?!:l~ ~~=.d~~~r_R!ie.=t': . Do the same if lhe - ---------
credit approval is not "OK". 

OCCasionally , the quantity ordered does nOC exceed 

the orde'r limit, credit approval is "Ct(u. but there 
is insufficient quantity on hand to fill the. orda. I,n 

this case. ~ ~o3 _ta~l= ~~e~ It~~ _O:.cI~r,:,,-

A count shows eight conditions and f ive actions 
for the problem. 

Cl 011' ORDERED IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ORDER I.JMIT 
cz CREDIT APPROVAL IS "OKu 

C3 QTY ON HAND IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TOQ1Y ORDERED 

C4 011' ORDERED IS GRE..'\ TIR THAN ORDER UMIT 

CS CREDIT APPROVAL IS NOT "OK" 
C6 QTY ORDERED IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ORDER UMIT 

C7 CREDIT APPROVAL IS "OK " 

C8 01Y ON HAN) IS LESS THAN Q1Y ORDERED 

Al MOVE Q1Y ORDERED TO 011' SHIP 

A2 GO TO SHIP RELEASE 

A3 GO TO ORDER REJECT 

A4 GO TO ORDER REJECT 

AS GO TO BACK ORDER 

otice that CI and C2 are identical to C6 and C7, 
and that A3 is identical to A4. This occurs because 
a narrative describes rules one after another 
(serially) . Thus two sets of two conditions Gammon 
to two rules, appear in the narrative. On the other 
hand , a decis ion table aligns rules side by side 
(parallel). Thus a condition or action common to 
several rules need appear only once. Furthermore, 
C5 is not necessary since it is the negative of C2. 
Similarly C4 and C8 are the negatives of Cl and C3. 
Negative entries after the positive statements of 
CI, C2 and C3 cover the other cases . 

The next step in preparing the table migbt be to 
identify and consolidate similar rows. Cl, C6 and 
C4 are combined. C2, C5 and C7 are combined. 
Finall;, C3 and C8 are combined. 

In the action balf of the decision table form, A3 
and A4 are combined. After consol.idation there are 
only three condition rows and four action rows. 

Condition Stub 

011' ORDERED IS LESS TH.W OR EQUAL TOORDER UMlT 
CREDIT APPROVAL IS "OK" 

Q11' ON HA.ND IS GREA TER THAN OR EQUAL TOQ1YORDERED 

Action Srub 

MOVE 01Y ORDERED TO 011' SHIP 
GO TO PREPARE SHIP RElEASE 

GO TO ORDER REJECT 
GO TO BACK ORDER 

• 

The stub portion of the table is now completed. 
In order to fiU out the entry portions, the analyst 
must determine the rules expressed in the narrative. 
In this example , the first paragraph describes a 
single rule. The analyst enters the appropriate y, 
N or X in the entry portions for rule 1. The second 
paragrapb contains two rules . The analyst enters 
the appropr iate Y, N, or X in the entry portion for 
rules 2 and 3 . Fiually , the last paragraph becomes 
rule 4 of the decision table. The final result is 
shown below: 

Situation 4. Order ApprovaJ, Reject or Back Order 

A comparison of this decision table with the 
narrative statement of the problem makes it evident 
that the table is more concise, wbile pointing up 
cause- and -effect relationships and emphasizing 
logical alternatives. The resultant table is in 
limited entry form . If there are many rules in a 
table , the use of limited entry usually permits more 
rules on a single decision table form than is possible 
with extended entries. 

In general, limited entries compress a table 
horizontally while extended entries compress a 
table vertically. The table shown, for example, 
could be compressed vertically by combining the 
three "Go To" action statements into one extended 
entry row: 

Rulel Rule 2 Rule 3 Rule 4 

GO TO PREPSHIPREI. ORDERREJECT ORDER REJECT BACKORDER 

A compromise using rows of both types - that is, 
a mixed entry table - is often useful as in si tuation 1 
(airlines reservations) . 

Aside from the terms used to describe tatoles 
acco rding to the type of entries made, there are two 
other table types classified by the control they have 
on the sequence of execution or flow from table to 
table. Just as actions within a table are executed in 
the order in which they are stated, there must be 
similar control over the order in which tables are 
executed. 

Within a set of tables, it may be desired for one 
table to permanently pass control to another table . 

This is accomplished by using appropriate terminology 
such as "Go To". On the other hand , it is often desir
able within one table to execute another table and tben 
return to the origin.al table so that remaining act ions 
can be executed. A notation such as " Do" can be used 
to accomplish this. For example, in a table it may 
be desirable to call other tables to perform certain 
functions such as determine net price, compute 
sbipping charges, and prepare invoice. Each of these 
tables can be called and executed by actions in this 
calling table, for example - "Do determine net price". 
The tables to be executed by actions in another table 
witb an implied return to the calling table are desig
nated "closed" tables and may be compared with 
closed subroutines. Tables which are entered by a 
"Go To" action are designated "open" tables , and no 
retu rn is implied. 

Figure 6 shows within tbe numbered Circles the 
sequence of execution of four tahles . 

Each of the open tables states where to go next. 
The closed table is referenced with a "Do" command 
in tables 002 and 004. When the closed table is 
referenced by table 002 , it returns control to the 
next action row of tahle 002; when it is referenced 
by table 004, it returns control to the next action 
of table 004 . 

Not only may more than one table reference a 
closed table, but frequently more than one rule within 
a given table references the same closed table. 

Closed tables make it unnecessary to repeat 
conditions and actions common to more than one 
table or more than one rule within a table by abstract
ing the conditions and actions to form a closed table. 
Further, they permit re-entry to the table which 
referenced them without starting at the top of the 
table - the normal entry point. 

"",o:-firioml 

OOTAUl om 

TAliI.E "" 
(~J 

00 TOT ... au:mz 

ri gure 6-. Sequ~nce of Table Execution 
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SITUATION 5 

The analyst should check to see that rules are not 
omitted. In extended entry, for example, in an 
insurance application where each policy type forms 
a rule , the analyst shoul d check to see that all 
policy types issued by the company are included. 
Similarly. he should check to see that all the logical 
situations are covered. If , for instance , one rule 
states "greater than " and another rule states "less 
than" , the analyst should note that the "equal to" 
situation has not been covered and should then deter
mine either that the "equal to" situation i s pertinent 
to one of the existing rules or that another rule 
should be added. 

In limited entry form, for many tables simple 
arithmetic indicates whether every possibility has 
been considered. Each entry for a single condition 
has two possible values: yes or no (a blank covers 
both). Therefore, to determine the maximum 
number of possible rules , two is multiplied by itself 
as many times as there are conditions. Given three 
conditions, for example , this number is 23 or 8. 
The analyst knows before the table is written that he 
must examine eight possible combinations. 
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In the following situation there are three conditions 
and eight rules to cover all possible combinations: 

TIttee files of undetermined length are to be examined. 

As each record is re:ad jn, it is checked to see whether 
it signah the end of the particular fi le. When one file 
or any combination of the files is e.xhaUSled~ a specific 
series of actions is requiredJ depending OD which 61e 
or combinatioD has reached its end. 

The table below provides for all end- of- file 
possibilities. 

A EQ Eor N N N N Y Y Y 

B EQ Eor N N Y Y N N Y 
C EQ EOf N Y N Y N Y N 

GO TO RI R2 R3 R4 RS R6 R7 

Situation 5. End- of- file Test 
\, . 

Y 

Y 

Y 

R8 

I 
t 

I 

SITUATION 6 

The logic in a decision making process for a typical 
function of data processing equipment is documented 
with a decision table describing a merging function. 

Three decks of puocbed cards are arranged in numeri 

cally ascending sequence . The three .decks: are to be 
combined in a single ~equence with all cards bearing 

the same number from any of the decks placed together. 

In a manual operation , the first card from each 
of the decks would be compared and the lowest card 
of the three selected. Removing the card selected 
from one deck and placing it in the merged deck 
would reveal the next card in the deck from whicb it 
was taken. This newly exposed card would then be 
compared with the two cards already exposed. Again 
the lowest of the three woul d be selected. Where 
duplications occurred , they would be assembled 
together; that is , both or all three cards would be 
selected if they had the same number. 

It would also be desirable , after reading a new 
card, to compare the number of this card with the 

lmput - D~ck A D~ck B 

(12 ftO f'( 12 

last card filed . If the card just read has a lower 
number than the last card placed in the merged deck , 
then the cards in the input deck were not in ascend
ing sequence as assumed. This is , of course, an 
error condition. 

Analyzing this merging and checking operation 
for machine processing makes it apparent that 
three records must be read first. Mter this 
initial reading . only one record at a time will be 
read , depending on the file from which a record 
was selected. 

To return to the initial conditions, when the first 
three records are read and the lowest one selected, 
there is no previous record in the merged file with 
which to compare the record to be filed. Therefore, 
in machine processing, provisions must be made 
not only for the repetitive operatioos , but for these 
initial conditions of reading three records instead 
of one, and for the fac t that there is no previous 
card with which to compare the first record selected. 
All these conditions are provided for in the tables 
shown on page 13. 

DeckC 

r t6 r t5 

f- (l! f5 

f" f7 « f 6 f 5 / 
I 

: r 2 r J 
I 

r' \ (3 , 
/ I \ 

/ \ \ I I ~ / \ \ I 
/ " \ I , , 

/ I 
/ \ \ 

I I I , 
/ , \ 

/ \ \ I r 1 
~ / \ \ I 1 

/ 
\ ' I , 

/ I 1 
/ 

\ I , 
/ 

\ \ I 

// fJ6 
\ \ I 

\ \ I I 1 
Output - \ \ I , , 
Ded" A B <, ft5 (I' \ \ I 

I I , " r' (12 (tl 
\ '/ 2.cd eMerged ............... ....... 
\ \ ~ , 

" \ " , , , \ I \ 
" (10 (_ I 1 

" 
\ \ 

I , 

r" 
,I \ I I , , 

r
7 

r
6 

f5 

J\ \~ I 

" / \ 1 I 
" " , \ 1\ 1 , 

" .. I \ I " 1 

" r 5 , \ , I " " r · 3 \ 1 I 
" " ") rrF , I 

J 
Figure 7. Merging Three files 
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Since more than one decision table has been 
written on a single form, tbe beginning of each table 
has been indicated by a number in its heading and 
cross - hatching in the row reference area next to the 
table header information - the table name and/or 
number and the rule designations . 

Table 1 has only one rule and no conditions : all 
the rows (l through 5) are actions. This is indicated 
by the double line above row 1. Such a table is 
called an "unconditional" table. As In all deciSion 
tables, the actions are to be executed in the order in 
which they are written . Table 1 is executed only 
once . Before the repetitive operations of table 2 
can be performed, table 1 must be executed. 

The first condition row of table 2 checks to see 
whether the area designated "New Record" i s less 
than the area designated "Test Area." On the first 
pass through table 2, one card has been read from 
each of the decks and both test areas have been set 
to zero by table 1. Condition row 1 will determine 
that the "New Record" identification is nol less than 
"Test Area" which is filled with zeros; so that rule 
4 will not be satisfied. This test performed by 
condition row 1 is meaningful only on succeeding 
passes through the table. 

Rules I, 2 and 3 In combination with condition 
rows 2, 3 and 4 are the crux of the wbole operation. 
Rule 1 says that if .iJ is less than or equal to B, and 
A is less than or equal to C, then select (specified 
as "write" in action row 6) record A. Before 
recording A as tbe lowest number in the sequence, 
however, action row 5 sets the test area to the 
identification number on record A. Row 6 writes 
this record . Row 7 then reads a new record from 
file A. The test area deSignated " New Record" is 
tben set to tbe identification number of the record 
just read In. On the next pass through the table a 
cbeck is made in row 1 to see wbether the new 
record is lower than the previously selected record. 
This is the check to make sure that the records in 
the lnput are in sequence. 

The actual merge abstracted from the overall 
operations appears as below: 

Rule No. 2 3 

2. AUB Y N 
3. BUC Y N 
4. AlEC Y N 

6. WRITE RECORDA RECORD B RECORDC 

7. READ RECORD A RECORD B RECORD C 

8. COTO TABl£2 X X X 

Figure 8. A bstracted Merge 
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There are three conditions , and the analyst will 
have noted that the maximum number of possible 
rules is 23 or 8 . As he makes these entries , how
ever , he observes two tbings: (1) certain rules are 
illogical because they assert that a number is both 
greater than and less than another number, and 
(2) several rules result in the same action and tbe 
conditions are sucb that the elimination of entries 
consolidates the table. * 

To return to the overall operation of table 2 , if 
condition 1 is satisfied, then the new record bas a 
lower number th.an the previous record written, and 
this represents an out- of- sequence number in the 
input. The action specified for rule 4 is action row 
10, which says " Go To error tabl e" . The error table 
would be another table that has been. set up to take 
care of this situation. 

Following the table header in table 2, an unexplained 
line states "Frequency" and has an entry of 0 for rule 
4, 25 for rules 1 and 2, and 50 for rule 3. These 
entries total lOa \{, representing complete execution 
of the table. When it can be estimated how often 
each rule will be satisfied, such an entry ma~'be 
made. For rule 4 it is anticipated that an out - of
sequence item will occur less than . 5% of the time; 
hence an entry of 0 for frequency is made. File C 
is known to be apprOximately equal to the size of Files 
A and B combined . Files A and B are known to be 
approximately equal . These entries of 25 for rules 
1 and 2, and tbe entry of 50 for rule 3 indicate tbis . 
Frequency information is useful to the programmer 
in writing efficient coding f.rom the tables. 

To summarize the merge as stated in tables 1 
and 2, table 1 is executed only once and bas no 
condirlons. Table 1 sets up the initial conditions 
for table 2 wbich will be repeated for each record 
in the three files . Provisions are made to check 
to see that the input is in sequence. The table is 
not complete, however, since the end- of- file 
conditions (as shown in situation 5) would have to be 
considered. 

*A full explanation of methods (or checking tabl es fur completeness 
is beyond the scope o f this manual. It should be noted, however J 

that in some cases, such as the end- of- file S'itu:atio~ an arithmetic 
check is easily made~ For other tables it becomes a complex 
computation, and is more easily checked b)< a logicaJ examinatioc .. 
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SITUATION 7 

In (iuse 1 of an j Dventory control situation, tmSorted 

transaction records for v.arious items are received 

from a nwn be.r of branch offi ces. The l:a-anch makes 
a count of the number of records, and this nwneric.al 
count becomes another record which is sent with Ehe 

transactio:n records to the ce.ntn..1 office. 

At lhe central office, th.e t:r~ctioo recoros, a10cg 
with the batch slip; from each office, are put on tape. 
The number of transacticns from each branch is 

checked by the system against the batch slip. 

The (rimary pmpose of Jitase 1 of the system is to 
sort all records into asceDding sequence by inventory 
Dlllllber in blocks of 2.7. No consideration is made 
of the branch from which the record on gin.ated, after 

the recc:.ds are counted. After sorting the reccrds 
in blocks of 27 J a standard outpJ..t routine DOt descri bed 

here will write the reccrds for furth.u JrOCessing. 

Sorting applications involve a wide range of 
machines , problems and special considerations . 
Highly efficient sorting programs are available 
from IBM, and the accompanying table is presented 
to show decision table techniques and some of the 
general considerations involved in data processing. 
It was designed as a teaching aid rather than as an 
example of fully sophisticated sorting. 

In the table shown, each record is checked to see 
whether it is a batch slip, and after the batch slip is 
checked and discarded, items from another branch 
are added to fill the block to 27 . 

It is unlikely that the items in the last batch will 
be an exact multiple of 27. In this case , the sort 
area is filled with 9s to identify the short record for 
the next phase when further processing is done . 

Two tables are used to describe the process. 
As previously discussed, tables spell out detail to 
the degree necessary for communications at a 
specified level. Pbase 1 is an analysis of the overall 
operation. It references a table named "Sort", 
which describes procedures and references other 
tables not shown (action rows 8, 13, 17, 18, 19, 
20 and 21) . 

When it is desirable to specify more detail than 
the scope within which a table is written, a lower
level table is referenced and the details specified in 
the lower table. 

The controlling routine for the sort is phase 1 , 
which has, as its first rule, a condition to determine 
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whether the operation is beginning. For this stan 
condition, the first action specified is the closed 
routine "Initialize". Before the actual processing 
of data, operations pertaining to the peripheral 
equipment and to internal controls must be performed. 

PI"'SE L oP£N -' 
1 ' 5TnRT Y N # N N Q K 

l-~2' 2IM~~!tK.TL£=-~-P-=T:::Y-:----- H" Aj~: !!y- Ny "y' r' ~-:-
3 : I TEM EIJ.MTCI{ 5LIP II> ~ 

I· 

Situation 7. Phas-e 1 of Sort 

Ru/~ 1 2 3 f-

Situation 7. Sort 

Such requirements would be spelled out in the 
"Initialize" table. The next action sets a counter to 
zero, so that in subsequent rules a count may be 
properly incremented. After a portion of tape is 
read, the final action is "Go To Phase 1", so that 
the table will be re-executed. 

On the next pass through the table, rule 2 is 
satisfied, since this is not the start, the read opera
tion has filled the input area, and the first item will 
not be a batch slip, nor will the sort area be filled. 

Note that the first condition of rule 2 has a nega
tive entry (rules 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 also have this 
negative entry). Since this test is made in rule 1, 
it may not be obvious why a negative entry is made 
in these rules. The entry is necessary because 
rules may be considered in any order. Rule 2 can 
be examined first, without regard to rule 1, and if 
no entry for condition row 1 were made, then this 
condition would not be considered. If this were the 
start and some rule other than rule 1 were satisfied 
because the start condition was ignored, the table 
would become meaningless. 

The actions for rule 2 call for the movement of 
one item to the sort area and for adding 1 to "Count" 
(set to zero by rule 1). The final actions calls for 
a re -entry to this table. Normally, rule 2 would be 
repeatedly executed until 27 items were accumulated 
in the sort area. Condition row 5 determines when 
the sort area is filled, and rule 3 is then satisfied. 
The actions for rule 3 call for setting N EQ I , setting 
a switch equal to A, and for the transfer to the sort 
table. The settings are necessary for the execution 
of the sort table . The sort table, being an open 
table, takes control and, after sequencing 27 items, 
returns control to phase 1. 

In the fourth and fifth rules of phase I, a batch 
slip is encountered. Condition row 4 checks the 
count on the batch slip against the count made as the 
items were transferred from the input area to the 
sort area. If the counts are equal, then rule 4 is 
satisfied, the counter is reset to zero , and the table 
is re- entered. When the count on the batch slip 
does not match the transfer count, then control is 
transferred to an error table. 

In rule 6 the input area is empty and it is not the 
end of the file or the end of this phase of the process
ing, and the only actions called for are for reading 
the tape and re-entering the table. 

In rule 7 the input area is empty and the entire 
file has been read, but the processing for this 
phase is not complete. The actions call for Wling 
the remaining storage locations in the sort area 
with 9s, and setting an indicator to show that after 
this rule is executed, this phase of the processing 
will be over. Rule 7 also calls for the setting of 
controls for the sort, and then for a transfer to the 
sort table to perform the sort <m any remaining items 
in the sort area as well as the 9s added by action 
row 13. After the sort is completed, the action of 
row 12 in the sort table returns the program to 
phase 1. After rule 7 is executed, the only rule which 
can be satisfied is rule 8 , because rule 7 has set the 
end-of-phase-l indicator. The actions for rule 8 call 
for executing the "close routine", which performs 
whatever operations are necessary to complete the 
run, such as rewinding tapes, and finally for the entry 
of phase 2. which is not shown. 

The sort table, like most sorting routines , is 
based on a succession of merges such as the one 
shown in situation 6. In this sort table, three rec
ords are merged, then three more, and the merge 
is repeated until nine strings of three records each 
are accumulated: 

3 1 3 
4 2 5 
9 8 10 

7 6 13 
11 6 14 
14 10 16 

11 1 3 
13 3 8 
15 5 15 

The first three strings from the group of nine are 
then merged, then the next three strings , and then 
the last three strings; so that the result is three 
strings of nine records: 

1 6 1 
2 6 3 
3 7 3 
3 10 5 
4 11 8 
5 13 11 
8 14 13 
9 14 15 

10 16 15 

The three strings of nine a re then merged as the 
last step, forming one string of 27 records. 
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SAMPLE PROBLEM USING DECISION 
TABLES (SITUATION 8) 

The basic ideas of decision table usage have been 
illustrated with examples which show some aspect 
of a data processing operation. Such tables may be 
used in conjunction with flow charts and block diagrams. 
Decision tables may also be employed to describe an 
entire data processing system as well as a portion of 
the system. 

At the highest level the overall logic of the system 
is described. and references are made to lower- level 
decision tables which describe more completely the 
activities to be accomplished and the conditions under 
which more detailed actions are to be performed. 

The problem presented here shows various levels 
of decision table documentation , but it is not com
plete' since only a single path is covered at the next 
lower level of the multi- level structure. 

The purpose of this system is to perform all file 

maintenance ftmctions required for the policy mast,er 
file in an il:lSUr'aDce application. An index file is 
used to locate records within the policy master file. 
There i s an input file of cune.nt activity records. In 

addition to uJdating the masteJ' file to reflect cmrenl 

activities, there is a daily date check. E.a.ch re<:oro 
contains the next date CD which some processing far 
that record is required. and the file is examined to 

see whether the current date matches the date when 
.some activity such as billing is required for that 

recoR:t In addition to an upjated JX"licy master file, 
the system will p-oduce other outpJts foc other 
systems. 

While the VOCabulary and grammar of the language 
used within the table are left to the discretion of the 
user, some qualification or specification of names 
which could apply to more than one file or record is 
necessary. (A record is a collection of fields where 
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fields contain a value or unit of information. A 
file is collection of one or more records associated 
with an input or output device.) The analyst chose 
to associate fields with records and files by qualify
ing the field name with the record or file name and 
separating the names with colons . The field "activ
ity date" in row 1 of the activity determination table, 
for example, is aSSOCiated with the file index. 

The first table, numbered 001 and named "Start", 
is an unconditional table . The first action row uses 
the word "Do" to reference a closed routine entitled 
"Housekeeping procedure". This routine, which is 
not shown, opens and checks the files and does what
ever else is necessary to begin the processing run . 
Being a closed routine, it causes an automatic return 
to the table which called it (table 001). The second 
action row uses the words "Go To" to enter the open 
table called " Activity Determination". 

Table 002, named "Activity Determination" , has 
as its first condition a check to see whether the 
current date coincides with a date from the record on 
which some activity is required. The second condi
tion checks to see whether an input transaction item 
is applicable to this record. The four possible 
combinations of entries to these two conditions are 
shown as four rules. 

To illustrate the single path followed in this 
explanation, an area is shaded to indicate that it is 
assumed that the current record satisfies rule l. 
Such shading is not a decision table technique and is 
used here only as a teaching aid. Rule 1 says that 
the c~rent date coincides with the date on the record 
on which some activity is required, but there is no 
input transaction applicable to this record. Two 
actions are indicated for rule 1: "Do set up procedure" 
(a closed table, not shown) and " Go To automatic 
changes", an open table expressed in limited entry 
form. 
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Situation 8. Start and Activity Determination 
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Table 32, named "Automatic Changes", determines 
which of five types of automatic changes is required. 
Assume this particular record satisfies the condition 
of rule 3. The only action called for by rule 3 is 
"Go To nonpayment routine" . 

To the right of rule 5, an unexplained column has 
an entry "E". Decision tables provide two alternative 
means of handling situations in which provisiOns are 
not made for all possible combinations of conditions: 

1. If it is expected that cases will arise fairly 
frequently which do not satisfy any of the 
rules, an "all others" or "else" rule can be 
provided as in this situation where the E 
indicates else. 

2 . Where failure to satisfy any of the rules 
represents an error in the logic of the table 
or in the data, provisions should be made 
to consider some error table. This can be 
noted in the table header. 
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Situation 8. Nonpayment 
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~ 

Table 50, named ' 'Nonpayment'', i s an open table. 
It determines, on the basis of two conditions, which 
of three other tables will be called. The first rule 
tests to see whether the policy has been in effect 
less than or equal to a year, and for such poliCies 
the only action specified in this table is to "Go To" 
the table named "Lapse" . If rule 2 is satisfied, the 
policy has been in effect for more than a year and 
the policy status entitles the ho~der to an automatic 
loan. 

If the third rule applies , the policy has been in 
effect for more than a year but it is not automatically 
entitled to a loan. Five actions are specified (or this 
rule. Here, to demonstrate a closed table, a single 
action row (5) is traced. 
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Duration calculation (Table 82), the closed table 
referenced in the previous table with a " Do" command . 
will , after execution, return program control to the 
table which referenced it. Table 82 determines the 
duration of the policy in the same manner that a per
son's age might be calculated to the month. The 
month of the last payment which was stored by the 
previous table is compared with the date of issue of 
the policy. 

In rule 2 the months coincide. so that the two ac
tions called for are to suhtract the year of the date 
of issue from the year of the last payment. Zero is 
specified for months, since there are no extra months 
to be counted (as a person born in June 1930 is 32 
years old in June 1962). 

In rule 1 the last payment was made in some 
month after the anniversary of the policy. The num
ber of months is computed by subtracting; for example , 
a policy on which a payment was made in August (the 
eighth month) which was issued in June of another 
year . would be two months older than the yearly 
calculation indicates. 

1. 

SO Ir'tJlY?-9Y/f1£1{T oP&:/V 
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In rule 3. the anniversary month has not been 
reached. one year is subtracted from the number of 
years of the policy's duration computed in row 2. 
A policy issued in June of 1955 , for example, is not 
seven years old at the beginning of 1962 (1962 -
1955 = 7). It is not seven years old until June 1962; 
so that one year must be subtracted after the initial 
calculation. Again , the months must be computed. 
Here the months from the previous year. \\>'hich have 
been paid, plus the months paid in the current year 
are computed by row 4. 

Each record processed will satisfy one of the rules 
of the table. After execution of this table. the remain
ing actions of the table which called on it are executed -
in this case row 6 of table 50. which states "Do cash 
value procedure". This table, which is not shown, 
would compute the cash value utilizing the duration 
time computed by the "Duration Calculation" table. 
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DECISION TABLE FORMAT 

The four basic elements which constitute the structure 
of a deCision table are shown in a schematic diagram 
below: 

DlF oo o 
CONOITlON CONOITION 

II STUB ENTRY 

ACTION 
ACTION ENTRY STUB 

Fi gure 9 . Basic Elem ents of a Decision Table 

The double horizontal and vertical lines separate 
the four basic e lements: Above the borizontal double 
line is the condition area; below, the action area. To 
the left of the vertical double line is the stub; to the 
right, the entry area. 

The relative position of each element should re 
main consistent - that is, the stubs are always to 
the left of the entries , and the conditions are always 
placed above the actions. 

A table can be entered only at the top (a single 
entry point) , but may have multiple exit points. 
Therefore, note that a table must be used in its 
entirety. There is no way of executing a selected 
rule isolated from the table. 

Conditions and actions have an " if ... then" 
relationship; no actions may appear in the condition 
area, no conditions may be indicated in the action 
area. No values may be changed by conditions. 

In a limited entry condition or action . the entire 
condition or action must be written in the stub ; the 
entry is used to show, for each case, whether the 
particular condition is true, false or not pertinent 
(y, N, or blank) , and whether a ~rticular action 
should be performed (X or blank). 

In extended entry format , part of the condition or 
action is extended into the entry. 

Limited and extended entry form may be freely 
mixed within a table, but a single condition or action 
row must be in just one format. 

A condition must be answerable by either a yes 
or no. 

Actions are to be written in the order in which 
they are executed. 

RULES WITHIN THE DECISION TABLE 

A rule is one vertic.al column (or group of associated 
columns numbered as a single rule) of the entry 
portion of the table and is read downwards in conjunc
tion with the stub. 

For a rule where multiple conditions exist, all 
conditions must be satisfied befo're the actions are 
executed. 
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Figure 10. Further Elements o f a Decision Table 

Each decision table must indicate where to go 
next - to another table or to the table itself. 

LANGUAGE OF THE DECISION TABLE 

, 

The vocabulary and grammar of the language used 
within the decision table are left to the discretion of 
the user. It is his responsibility to insure that the 
language used in describing the system will be under
standable to those who use the documentation. 

DECISION TABLE FORM 

A decision table form (X28-1630) is available for those 
including decision tables in their documentation. Tbe 
vertical lines in the entry area are printed in two 
weights. The lighter, close- together vertical lines 
are used to separate rules written entirely in limited 
entry form. The wider - spaced. slightly heavier 
vertical lines may be used to separate the rules for 
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extended entry form. IT the user desires to have 
narrower or wider columns, he indicates this by 
drawing in his own vertical lines. Thus in a single 
table,. space for one rule may be different from the 
space indicated for another rule. The preprinted 
lines will save the user time and bother when a 
uniform format is convenient. 

In writing on the form , it is not necessary to 
allow only one character per square on the grid. The 
vertical lines may be ignored, so that m ore than one 
character may appear in a square o r a single charac
ter may span two squares. 

The vertical double line separating the stub and 
entry is predrawn, but may be ignored when the user 

draws in his own line. The user should draw the 
horizontal double line separating conditions from 
actions. 

As a convenience to the user it is permissible to 
include more than one decision table on a single 
decision table form. The beginning of each table is 
indicated by separating it from preceding tables with 
blank lines and, if desired, cross- hatching the refer
ence area next to the table header informa.tion. Table 
and rule reference information is supplied for each 
table just before the writing of the decision table 
proper. Multiple tables per page should be made 
in the vertical direction only - that is, the stubs 
of all tables on a single form should be aligned. 
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RECOMMENDED AND OPTIONAL USES OF THE 

VARlOUS ELEMENTS OF THE DECISION TABLE 

R - Recommended 

0- Optional 

1. TABlE HL".DER 
R - Table lI,umber and/or table name. 

o - Table dimenSions, i . e. t nwnbe.r of rules, 

cooilitions, or actiOJJ:$j next table to he 

consideredj en'Or table; oomments; order 

of rules. 

2 .. RUlE REFERl'NCE 

R - Rule number. 

o - Rule na,me; frequency. 

3 . ROW REFERENCE 

o - Row identification; footoote i DWcation. 

4_ REMARKS 

o - Comments, defini tions. abbrevi ations, 

explanations, formulas. 

5. CONDmON STUB 

R - All o,r part of a condition statement, i . e. , 
a logicaJ questionJ or relati onal or sta[e 

condition that is aIlS"Wer:able by a y es Of no. 

o - The condition operatoJS rna y he re (resented 

b y symbols (== , ~ , ~ ), mnemonics 

(EQ, LT. GT) or words (is equaJ to, is less 

than). 

6. CONDITION ENTRY 

R - Completion of the conw[ion statement 

(exteooec eor:ry) OT Y, N, . , -, or b lank 
(limited e_nlry). 

o - An , t all otherst' ,or t. else It rID e to provide an 

unconditional rule to be taken wb en none 

of the other rules are satisfied. 

7. ACTION STUB 

R - All or part of an action statemeDl:. An explicit 

statement o f where to go next for each .rule, 
if not spedfiec in the tabJe header. 

o - Any language may be used to specify the 

actions to be taken; j. e_., input- output, 

sequence control or value assignments. 

Arithmetic expressions may be written using 

normal mathematical notation. 

8 . ACTION ENTRY 

R - Completion oftbe action stateme:ot (extended 

entry) , or X, ., - , or blat::Jk (Umited ent:ry). 

o - Any language may be used to complete the 

action statement. 
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